
Lexis Advance®

Search what you want the way you want with the wide array of search options in Lexis Advance®. Here’s how:

DIFFERENCES THAT DELIVER 
FLEXIBLE SEARCH

RED SEARCH BOX 
One box does it all—just start typing. The Red Search Box recognizes citations, 

sources, Boolean search and natural language and whisks you to the most relevant 

results. You can even Shepardize®  citations in the Red Search Box with one click. 

Plus get suggestions for legal phrases and concepts for your search, as well as valid 

citations and names for thousands of cases and popular statutes, as you type. It’s 

like having an exclusive legal dictionary at your fingertips.

EXplORE COntEnt 
Look no further than Explore Content to begin searching your way. See the realm 

of source selection possibilities up front on your Lexis Advance® home page. 

Explore Content offers a source hierarchy organized by content type, by federal 

or state jurisdiction or by practice area. Lexis Advance even directs you to guided 

Advanced Search forms for more accurate searching. Choose, search and review 

results for just the sources or source groups you want, right away.

ADvAnCED SEARCH FORmS 
Interactive Advanced Search forms guide and prompt you to relevant, targeted 

results, fast. Choose from over 50 Advanced Search forms tailored to a specific 

source or document type, each offering numerous document segments to search 

individually or in combination. Enter search terms in segments, and Advanced 

Search builds your query on the fly. Search smarter with Advanced Search.

pRE- & pOSt-SEARCH FiltERS 
Refine your research before and after you search with the most extensive list of pre- 

and post-search filters anywhere. Target your search to any number of jurisdictions, 

content categories and/or practice areas. Or search all Lexis Advance content and 

narrow your results by selecting documents from specific sources, jurisdictions and 

time frames, with specific key words and more. Add and remove these filters in any 

order, as many as you want, and even search within your results set. 

Lexis Advance®

Comprehensive and consistent: the 
power of Lexis Advance® search 
 What makes Lexis Advance searching different? You mine our vast 

collection including news, dockets, the open Web and your organization’s 

internal library with one search. And your natural-language search 

results are consistent—whether you apply filters to your search before or 

after you click Search, you’ll get the same results.
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For more differences that deliver, contact your 
LexisNexis® account representative, call LexisNexis 
Customer Support at 8 0 0 . 5 4 3 . 6 8 6 2  o r  v i s i t  

W W W. l E X i S n E X i S .C O m /A DvA n C E . 

lEXiS ADvAnCE pRACtiCE pAgES 
Get top sources for specific jurisdictions and practice areas all on one page.  

Lexis Advance Practice Pages expertly combine on-point statutes, cases, the most 

noted authorities and trusted news you can’t find anywhere else with exclusive tools 

to help you develop better practice insights. Make a Practice Page your start  

page and begin your research even faster. 

BROWSE 
Finding the source or topic you want can be as easy as browsing directly to it. 

Select a legal topic and review more relevant resources that help you understand 

every facet. Go directly to cases; statutes; briefs, pleadings and motions; treatises; 

even legal news; and more. View sources, even with a partial source title, and easily 

select what you need. View an alphabetical list of all available sources, or filter by 

category type (e.g., forms), jurisdiction, practice area or publisher.

lEXiS® WEB 
Search the Web as you search Lexis Advance with the same natural language, but 

without irrelevant non-legal Web clutter. Exclusive Lexis Web searches only sites 

vetted by LexisNexis® attorney editors. Save searches and lots of time culling out 

questionable websites.

lEXiS® for miCROSOFt OFFiCE® 
Saving steps means saving time. With Lexis® for Microsoft Office® you can access 

Lexis Advance content without leaving your draft, memo or email. Convert PDFs 

to Microsoft® Word documents, Shepardize and update citations throughout a 

document, enjoy the award-winning “best” Table of Authorities generator and add 

permanent hyperlinks to your citations, all without losing your train of thought on 

what matters: your work. 

lEXiS® SEARCH ADvAntAgE 
Lexis® Search Advantage works with your firm’s enterprise search to make internal 

documents searchable from Lexis Advance, creating a timesaving, unified list 

of external and internal results. Lexis Search Advantage enriches existing work 

product by creating links to cases; statutes and secondary sources; Shepard’s 

SignalTM indicators; and other internal work product that cites common sources.  


